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RHODODENDRON SPECIES FOUNDATION 
Rhododendron Species Botanical Garden 

 
AGREEMENT TO DONATE PHOTOGRAPHS TO THE RSF  

(35 MM Slides and Digital Format Photos)  
 
_________________________________ ___________________________ 
Name         Phone Nos. 

______________________ ______________ ________ ___________ 
Street Address     City    State   Zip  

Number of photographs donated:  Slides __________   Digital ___________ 
 
The RSF accepts donations of photographs, either as 35 mm slides or in digital format, 
of all plants and scenes within the Rhododendron Species Botanical Garden, and of 
species Rhododendrons growing elsewhere.  Donations may be originals or copies. 
(See separate sheets for requested information and formatting of all donated photos.) 
 
All photographs donated are for the use and benefit of the RSF and may be used or 
reproduced in any manner and format, including but not limited to digital or print, alone 
or as part of a compilation, that the RSF deems appropriate and consistent with its 
mission statement.   
 
Donation of photographs to RSF transfers all rights, title, interest and ownership in the 
photographs to RSF, including copyright interests.  If the donor has retained an original 
or copy of the donated photographs, the donor also retains the right to use the 
photographs, and the copyright interests transferred to RSF are non-exclusive and do 
not limit the rights of the donor to publish or copyright the photos.   
 
Any donated photographs may be rejected.  Such photographs may be returned to the 
donor or destroyed at the sole discretion of the RSF Photography Committee unless the 
donor includes a stamped, self-addressed envelope with the donated photographs, in 
which case the RSF will return any rejected photos.   
 
This agreement applies to any and all photographs donated to the RSF, now or in the 
future.  Donor will not be required to sign a new donation form each time a donation is 
made unless donor, or the RSF, requests that donor do so. 
 
This agreement supercedes all previous agreements. 
 
I have read the foregoing Agreement to Donate Photographs to the RSF, understand its 
contents, and agree to its terms. 
 
 
__________________________ ____________________ ________________ 
Signature     City where signed   Date


